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ABSTRACT

Expert Witness is an expert system designed to assist attorneys and medical experts in

determining the merit of medical malpractice claims in the area of obstetrics. It this by

substitutes the time of the medical expert with the time of a paralegal assistant guided

by the expert system during the initial investigation of the medical records and patient

interviews. The product of the system is a narrative transcript containing important

data, immediate conclusions from the data, and overall conclusions of the case that the

attorney and medical expert use to make decisions about whether and how to proceed

with the case. The transcript may also contain directives for gathering additional
information needed for the case.

The system is a modified heuristic classifier and is implemented using over 600 CLIPS

rules together with a C-based user interface. The data abstraction and solution

refinement are implemented directly using forward chaining production and matching.

The use of CLIPS and C is essential to delivering a system that runs on a generic PC

platform. The direct implementation in CLIPS together with locality of inference

ensures that the system will scale gracefully. Two years of use has revealed no errors

in the reasoning.

1. INTRODUCTION

When preparing a medical malpractice lawsuit, an attorney must identify the relevant

facts and use them to decide first if the case has merit. Usually, the attorney consults a

medical expert to evaluate the client's medical records and to advise the attorney. The

problems for attorneys and clients is that medical experts are both expensive and

relatively scarce, the problem of determining fault is tedious and time consuming, and

the case load is growing.
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Our approachto this problemis to makea preliminarydeterminationof merit without
investinglargeamountsof time from a medicalexpert. Usinganexpertsystemcalled
ExpertWimess,theparalegalstaffcanbeguidedin their examinationof medical
recordsandconductingof client interviews. After datacollection,ExpertWitness
producesatranscriptof reasoningthataidstheattorneyandmedicalexpertin
determiningthevalidity of a case. Thetranscriptis very similar to what themedical
expertwouldalsohaveproduced,exceptthat it wascreatedwith far lessexpense.By
takingthis approach,anattorneycandeterminethepreliminarymeritsof a lawsuit
while savingsubstantialamountsof money. Theattorneyandmedicalexpertcantake
on morework. Deservingcasesaremore likely to bepursuedbecausemorecasescan
behandledoverall. Fewernon-meritorious,wastefulcasesneedbepursued,resulting
in savedexpenseandanguish. Overall, in two yearsof operation,ExpertWitnesshas
beentestedin 10legalofficeson numerouscaseswith nocomplaints,andbasedon the
successof thesystem,significantdevelopmentisplannedto greatlyexpandits
coverage.

This paperdescribesthefunctionalarchitecture,the implementation,thehistory, and
theplansfor expansionof ExpertWitness. It beginswith a functionaloverviewof the
ExpertWitnessin Section2. After thefunctionaldescription,sometypical casesare
describedin Section3. In Section4, the implementationof thecurrent systemin
CLIPSandC is described,as is thehistory of theproject,andthefuturedirections.
Resultsandconclusionsaregivenin section5.

2. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIFrlON
Thecurrentdomainof expertisefor ExpertWitnessis obstetricalmalpractice. The
overall contextin whichExpertWitnessdeterminestheextentof medicalmalpracticeis
shownin Figure1. To determinethefault of medicalpersonnel,ExpertWitness
directsa paralegalin the searchfor relevantmedicalfactsfrom patientrecordsand
patientinterviews. Suchinformationincludesthefamily history, thepatienthistory,
thehistoryof themotherprior to birth, the eventsandmedicalproceduresperformedat
birth, andsubsequenttestsandtreatment. ExpertWitnessbuildsa casefile for each
client. This multipleclientfeatureallows theparalegalto start andstopdatacollection
correspondingto theavailabilityof informationandaccessto theclient, when
sufficientdatahasbeencollected,anarrativetranscriptandafact summaryis
produced. Thenarrativetranscriptis similar to whatthemedicalexpertwould have
produced. It markstheimportantdetails,suchasconfirmingor disconfirming
evidence,presentsreasoningchainsbasedonevidence,suggestsfurther tests,and
derivesconclusionsregardingtheviability of thecase. Thetranscriptsandthefact
summariesareusedby theattorneyandthemedicalexpertto makethefinal decision
whethermalpracticecontributedto theclient's condition,andalsoto determinewhat
additionaldataneedcollected. Thegeneralphilosophyembeddedin ExpertWitness's
knowledgeis to only makeconservativeconclusions,basedonpracticethat is well
acceptedin thefield.
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Figure 1. Context of Expert Witness

3. EXAMPLE CASES

The following cases are summaries of two actual cases handled by Expert Witness.

Case I

An infant was born with apgar scores of 8 and 9. The birth weight was six pounds.

During the mothers labor, monitoring indicated that the baby was in distress. In response

to the data suggesting distress, the physician treated the mother and reviewed the
mother's medications. It was found that one of the medications that the mother was

taking is known to create false positive findings of fetal distress. Normally, the distress

patterns would have lead to a cesarean section. By reviewing the data correctly, the

physician avoided an unnecessary surgery which carries added risks for the mother. The

Expert Witness program analyzed the data and advised the user that the physician had

acted appropriately based upon the facts presented. This analysis prevented a potentially

frivolous law suite.

Case II

A child is known to be mentally retarded. The child was born with apgar scores of 2 and

5. During labor, the mother had a biophysical profile which was abnormal. After

delivery, the infant developed low blood sugar and seizures. Family history revealed that

the mother has a nephew by one of her sisters who is also mentally retarded. The Expert

Witness program analyzed the data and advised the user that there appeared to be some

improprieties on the part of the physician during the mother's labor that could have

contributed to the child's present condition. It also noted, however, that there may have

been a pre-existing condition which may be the main contributor to the child's problems.

It suggested that further analysis is necessary. This is a case that deserved further in

depth analysis by actual expert witness physicians.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION, HISTORY, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Expert Witness is used cyclically to build up a patient file. Within each cycle there are

two stages, data collection and data inference. Data collection is done interactively as

the paralegal presents known information to the system through a text based user
interface written in C. Once all known information is provided, the inference phase

begins, and the known data are analyzed to determine what conclusions are able to be

made and what they are. When more information is needed, additional data are

suggested in the transcript. The medical expert may also direct the paralegal to obtain

more information. The next cycle of data collection/inference process allows direct

entry of any additional information, and produces a more complete narration.

The inference part of the system is written in CLIPS 4.3._ Over 600 rules constitute

the knowledge base. The basic architecture is an elaboration of the heuristic

classification model. 2 Initial data are abstracted from quantitative values to qualitative

categories. Matching, based directly on CLIPS rule matching, is used to determine the
first level of solutions in the form of direct conclusions in the narrative transcript.

Additional reasoning is performed to produce the next level of conclusions, based on

the initial level. In contrast to some heuristic classifiers which seek to produce one

conclusion and may take the first one that is satisfactory, Expert Witness makes all

conclusions that it can. It uses a mix of reasoning methods, using some data to

strengthen and some data to weaken conclusions. It does not use certainty factors or

other approximate reasoning methods, since the qualitative representation of strength of

belief using basic CLIPS was adequate for the conservative reasoning philosophy

adopted for the system.

The performance of Expert Witness has been very good. The knowledge used has

generally been localized, and the reasoning chains have been kept relatively short.

Factoring of the rule base into a number of independent subsystems for determining the

first level of conclusions has also helped. The second level conclusions are made using

a rule base that is loaded after all first level conclusions have been made.

Expert Witness was built over a period of 5 months beginning in 1991. The initial

knowledge engineer and expert was Dr. Ray Lewandowski, a medical consultant and

clinical geneticist. The user interface was constructed by David Perkins at Texas A&M

University-Corpus Christi. The system has since been used by ten attorneys and their

staff. Follow-up consultations are performed with Dr. Lewandowski. Plans are

underway to increase the number of users. In the several years since being introduced

in the field environment, no incorrect recommendations have been made, and much

time has been saved.

Based on the success of the initial system and demands of the users for broadening the

scope of application, additional experts are currently being interviewed in the areas of

neonatology, expanded obstetrical coverage, and hospital practices and procedures.

Additional modules beyond those are in the planning stage. No significant changes to
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the structure of the knowledge base are expected. Knowledge should remain localized,

and the performance penalty should grow linearly with the number of systems. Each

system will be incorporated so that it can function as a stand-alone or integrated

component of the entire system.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The system has since been used continuously since its development by ten attorneys

and their staff. In the several years since being introduced in the field environment, no

incorrect recommendations have been made, and much time has been saved. Based on

this extended success, plans are underway to increase the number of users and the

scope of the system's coverage.

A critical success factor for Expert Witness, aside from the quality of the knowledge

base, has been the need for it to run on a generic hardware platform. The use of

CLIPS has allowed us to keep the system small, while maintaining speed and ease of

programming, both because the inference component is small and because it easily

interfaced with a compact C user interface.

The second critical success factor derived from CLIPS is the suitability of the forward

reasoning and matching to the application and representation of the knowledge.

Although CLIPS would have allowed it, no meta-level reasoning was necessary. This

simplicity allowed the knowledge base to grow to over 600 rules without greatly

affecting the structural complexity of the knowledge or the cost of using it. On the

face of it, the plainness of the knowledge representation as rules speaks against this

system when compared to more complicated knowledge structures and control regimes,

but in reality, the degree of fit between the knowledge and the inference system has

allowed us to create and maintain a reasonably large knowledge base cheaply and

reliably. This simplicity is crucial for us when we consider expanding the knowledge

base as much as fivefold, which we intend to do.
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